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Robot fighting time is taking to the casino floor, with the world’s first BattleBots® slots! Based on the popular 
robot combat sport and reality TV show broadcast in over 150 countries, BattleBots slots feature iconic 
environments, sounds, scenes, and machines from the show. Competitors rumble and roll across the reels, 
in a clash for cash. This premium linked progressive series by Konami Gaming, Inc. includes giant symbols, 
expanding reels, and a free game feature that offers a chance to cheer fan favorite bots to fortune.

Konami’s BattleBots slot series highlights a mix of bonus features to captivate casino players and BattleBots 
fans alike. Reel symbols, feature events, and bonus animations bring top bots roaring to life, including 
HyperShock, Witch Doctor, Tombstone, Minotaur, SubZero, and more. The 
primary game features 5x5 reel matrix at 50-lines, with a random reel 
expansion feature that increases the reel window to a random height, up 
to a 10x5 matrix at 100-lines. Other shocking bonuses are delivered with 
the help of various bots, bursting onto the screen to perform a signature 
battle move and surprise players with a boost of win potential. Any time 
a Jackpot Nut lands on reel 5, players enter the Giant Nut Jackpot Bonus, 
to try their hand at a pick ‘em progressive jackpot. 

BattleBots slots are launching to market with 2 base game titles—Red and 
Blue—each with a unique free game experience. The series supports a mix 
of multi-denom options. It is launching for availability on both DIMENSION 
49J™ and DIMENSION 75C™, with custom merchandising options.
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BattleBots is a 1-level linked progressive game with a 5x5 reel base game.  
A mix of random bonus events can occur throughout primary play including: 

In this feature, a 
bot bursts onto the 
screen and performs 
a signature move to 
boost the reel frame to 
a random height, up to 
10x5 with 100-lines, for 
more ways to win. 

At the start of any spin, 
extra large symbols can 
populate on the reels 
with groups of high-value 
picture symbols, allowing 
for exciting potential  
line win combinations.  

This feature is also  
preceded by an iconic 
bot racing into view and 
performing a signature  
move to shake up the reels 
and transform 1 or more into 
stacks of Wild symbols, for  
the chance at exceptionally 
high line wins. 

This is pick ‘em progressive 
jackpot feature, triggered 
anytime a Wild Nut symbol 
lands on reel 5. A metal claw 
brings forward the Giant 
Nut trophy, and players are 
invited to pick from 12 nut 
icons to reveal either a Mini, 
Minor, Major, or Grand symbol 
until 3 matching awards are 
uncovered. Whichever award 
achieves the matching set is 
granted to the player, with 
confetti and fanfare. 

GAME PLAY

REEL EXPANSION

XL SYMBOLS

EXTRA WILD STACKS

GIANT NUT BONUS
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BattleBots is a multi-denomination linked progressive with 1¢, 2¢, 
5¢, and 10¢ options. Standalone bonus amounts scale according to 
player-selected denomination only, and players enjoy higher jackpot 
odds at higher bet levels.

GAME THEME COMPATIBILITY

BET CONFIGURATION

BattleBots is available with 2 base games:

BattleBots Red gives players the chance to 
tap the RED TEAM READY button or BLUE TEAM 
READY button, similar to the show’s pre-fight 
ritual. This pick event occurs with any 3 or more 
BattleBots symbols, and results in a random free 
game award. The free games can include random 
multipliers, up to 4x. The Reel Expansion feature 
can occur frequently during the free games, and 
grants +1 free game with each reel expansion. 
In addition, the reel frame remains expanded 
throughout the free games. 

BattleBots Blue transports players to a  
wheel spin bonus with any 3 or more Bonus 
Killsaw symbols. A giant killsaw overtakes the 
screen and invites players to spin for the chance 
at a random free game award. The free games 
can include random multipliers, up to 4x. And 
similar to the Red edition, BattleBots Blue offers 
the Reel Expansion feature during free games, 
with +1 free game with each expansion event  
and all expansions held for the duration of the  
free game event. 

RED BLUE
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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CONTACT YOUR KONAMI  
SALES REPRESENTATIVE  
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Konami Gaming, Inc. 
585 Konami Circle 
Las Vegas NV, 89119

866.KGI.INFO 
www.konamigaming.com
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